Abstract-Product usability has been subjected to many evaluation techniques. Many evaluation techniques use heuristics approach to evaluate the overall usability of the product. Considering heuristics works in some particular examples, In the healthcare sector, heuristics approach is hard to implement due to fundamental constraints (stakeholders, safety, and time requirements). This paper examines a scheduling algorithm that correlates to usability problem. The scheduling algorithm has a definite impact on the product Return of investment and customer satisfaction.
I. PURPOSE/AIM AND BACKGROUND
CT scan is sensitive to demographical factors. found that CT scan usability attributes are indeed differed based on a demographic characteristic such as gender and years of experience. Many CT technicians are still troubled with CT's usability due to its complexity and interconnectivity with other ecosystems (Aldoihi, Hamammi, 2018) . One key contributing factor is invisible physical and mental exertion generates while operating a CT scan. (Aldoihi, Hammami, 2019) found mounting evidence that there is an extremely high amount of physical and mental exertions during daily CT operations. Product usability is extremely interconnected with a different operational and organizational ecosystem where the interconnectivity transferred into exertions on the operator. Thus, product usability will have an impact on the operator in term of bonding to its many requirements (such as safety, optimization, and scheduling). Scheduling tasks in hospitals have been the subject of numerous studies and we aim at analyzing in the state of the art of scheduling with the use of product usability and the resulting time uncertainty.
II. CT SCAN PRODUCT USABILITY FINDINGS
CT scan is an extremely complicated machine. It takes many years of training to master its basic functionality, and it required the involvement of technician, patient, and the machine to maneuver only one task. More importantly, Ct scan is indispensable evaluation tool. It evaluates the patient's internal organs for various conditions. More significantly, such evaluations enable doctors to visualize an instant image of the affected organs, and eventually, doctors are able to take accurate decision based on the severity. Usability is a decisive element of the CT scan. In a study of evaluating the usability of CT scan, (Aldoihi, Hammami, 2018a) found there is 67 usability Catastrophe that can lead to death or major injury while operating CT scan. Additionally, there are 181 major usability, 193 minor usability, and 88 cosmetic problems. These usability issues in total are 529. (Aldoihi, Hammami, 2018b) evaluated CT scan usability based on 14 attributes, and they found Memory (scored 27% on the catastrophic scale), Visibility (scored 20% on the catastrophic scale), Consistency, (scored 18% on the catastrophic scale), and Flexibility (scored 18% on the catastrophic scale) are most complaint about by CT scan Technicians. Besides usability, exertions are fundamentally essential factors. (Aldoihi, Hammami, 2018b) found technicians' mental exertion at its maximum (23%) while operation CT scan. In essence, exertions go hand in hand with usability. (Aldoihi, Hammami, 2019) observed some CT scan routine operational practice transformed into exertions. They called it an invisible exertion where action like transferring the bedridden patient from hospital bed onto CT scan's table result in tremendous physical exertions adds-up. (Aldoihi, Hammami, 2019) divided exertions into two parts which are physical and mental. Each part consists of three statements. For the physical exertion, 80% of the radiologist confirmed that they regularly transfer a bedridden patient to CT scan's table. Similarly, 93%of radiologist confirm that they engage in routinely preparing the room for receiving the next patient which include cleaning and disinfecting the CT scan table. A final physical statement, 89% of radiology confirmed that they frequently administrate the contrast media for all patients. For the mental exertion, 57% of radiologist believed that they work in an understaffed environment. 70% of radiologist believed that under current working environment the radiology department needs more CT scan machine. 57% of radiologist believed that management targets are not aligned with the existing resource.
III. STATE OF THE ART
Several studies have addressed the scheduling of personnel and resources in the hospital context. Among others physician scheduling, multi-period and multi-resource operating room scheduling and block scheduling at magnetic resonance imaging labs. The question addressed by this paper is: what type of task duration model has been used in tasks scheduling which can take into account product usability impact ? as an example we take the following models of CT Scan tasks execution time over a day with the assumption of 15 mins baseline examination duration and 20 patients processing. are conducted with constant duration while the exponential distribution describes the situation where tasks duration grows exponentially over the day with last tasks being the longest reflecting cumulative effects of product usability. The random distribution describes variations during the day (start of the day, end of the morning, after lunch and before the end of the day. The assumption here is that task duration per CT scan is collected for each task execution part of the HCI. This monitoring only purpose is to avoid considering artificial tasks duration models or tasks duration distributions and rather take into account the actual durations. The objective being to avoid mental and physical exertion on the technician and better overall scheduling for the hospitals. This data collection can also be accessed by the CT scan technician to better also understand his/her own evolution and condition.
IV. FINDINGS AND RESULTS
The conducted review of the state of the art in scheduling models proposed in the literature in hospitals context shows that product usability is not taken into account for finetuning tasks execution time. Whatever the technician level of education, work experience, age, gender specificities tasks are assumed constant in CT scan operations. Heterogeneity is absent. The dominant optimization technique used for scheduling being linear programming requires constant task execution time which is not appropriate.
Our findings trigger a new avenue of research balancing the existing results achieved in the literature on the estimation of the required consultation time distribution based on the required type of medical treatment and the person's characteristics like age, medical record and the number of previous visits but from the technician side.
The proposed model of CT Scan scheduling is described in figure 7 . Patients arrive in FIFO (First-in First-out) order and are scheduled and dispatched over several CT scan machines based on CT scan technician product usability profiles. The CT scan tasks are monitored and tasks duration are collected for every technician operating CT scan machine over the day building a database of CT Scan technician correlated to a database of CT scan equipment. The scheduling and dispatching unit will apply dynamic scheduling over the CT scan machines exploiting CT scan technician profiles with product usability.
This boils down to scheduling optimization under uncertainty and can be improved in the era of big data and deep learning. The proposal is to integrate machine learning to build predictive models of CT scan technician profiles.
The proposed optimization technique to be used with product usability model per technician being multi-objective evolutionary (NSGA-II).
Future work is to be conducted in collecting data from CT Scan technicians with more data to be collected in hospitals with technician task execution time duration recording.
V. CONCLUSION
Product usability studies have large consequences in daily tasks and among them tasks scheduling. It is essential to integrate models of product usability over time in the scheduling of hospitals tasks scheduling for realistic execution of tasks. In the case of the CT scan, we argue that models should be proper to each technician taking into account education level, work experience, age, and several other parameters to allow fine-tuning. Reducing task execution time uncertainty through new predictive models based on product usability will improve return on investment (ROI) for costly CT scan equipment, reduce unnecessary overload and improve hospitals customer satisfaction.
